The Stat Lab is a unit within the Department of Statistics that provides consulting in statistics, data science, machine learning, and big data in support for university-affiliated researchers, and external clients from government agencies and industry. We offer help with proposal preparation, design of studies and experiments, data analysis, statistical computing and algorithms, interpretation of results, and general statistical advice.

APPOINTMENTS: First-time User or New Project? Please complete the Statistical Consulting Form on our website. Then please use the calendar on our website to schedule an appointment or you may direct requests to statlab@ucdavis.edu or call us at (530) 752-2361.

We offer:

- **Collaborative Research**: The Stat Lab can provide statistical support in a collaborative research setting, including assembling an appropriate team of statisticians and data scientists to provide highly qualified expertise for a particular project.

- **Data Science Projects**: Assisting with the development and customization of machine learning and AI algorithms, packages, visualization etc. Provide support for big data analysis and parallel computing. Also we can help with the implementation of the organizational data management standards.

- **Education/Training**: We offer seminars, short courses and workshops on statistical methods and software. Special purpose presentations can be arranged on a recharge basis.

- **Contracts**: We also offer research and data analysis on a contract basis.

**Stat-Lab Technical Staff**

**DIRECTOR**: Prabir Burman, Ph.D.

**STATISTICIAN**: Mohammad Sahtout, Ph.D.

**ASSOCIATE MEMBERS**: The Statistics Department faculty serve as associate members of the Stat Lab. A full list of our faculty can be found on our website at http://statistics.ucdavis.edu/people

**Statistical Consulting and Collaboration**

Statistical Laboratory  
Department of Statistics  
4118 Mathematical Sciences Building  
University of California, Davis  
One Shields Avenue  
Davis, CA 95616

PHONE: (530) 752-2361  
EMAIL: statlab@ucdavis.edu  
WEBSITE: http://statistics.ucdavis.edu/stat-lab

**Rates (effective 12/1/2018)**

**Internal Clients**:

**UCD Faculty and Staff**: No charge for first hour of consultation per project, then recharged to a grant or department at $120 per hour.

**University Affiliates**: No charge for first hour of consultation per project, then charged $120 per hour for services from Stat Lab personnel and variable salary hourly rates for services from Stat Lab associate members.

**External Clients**:

External clients are charged $200 per hour for services from Stat Lab personnel. Variable hourly rates are charged for services from associate members.